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LeaderTM

sultans of speed
Time. It’s important to you  . It’s important to us. 

Fastest delivery in the industry. Bar none.

it fits
Your chair, your way. Visco elastic foam, 

individual controls, and total flexibility. 

Take a ride.

non-stop service
Our people make it happen. Every order, 

every day. Complete and on time.

dream team
Designtex, KnollTextiles, Momentum, 

Spinneybeck. We partner with the best to 

deliver uncompromised design and value.

we get it
www.sitonit.net

®
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Sculptured sophistication



Comfort, performance, and contemporary design 



Multi-function (M) Intensive (I) Swivel tilt (T)

Tension control
allows a firmer or softer recline

Forward tilt
puts you at the best task position

Infinite tilt lock
locks your chair in any position 
and free floats when unlocked

Pneumatic lift
easily adjusts to the perfect 
seat height

Adjustable back height
allows for custom lumbar support

Adjustable back angle
adjusts the angle of the back 
to a desired position for a more 
personal fit

Optional seat depth adjustment
(not visible in photo)
provides proper lumbar contact 
and lower body support

  Tension control
allows for a firmer or softer recline

Tilt lock
locks your chair in an upright 
position for full tasking support

Pneumatic lift
easily adjusts to the perfect 
seat height

Control options

Pneumatic lift
easily adjusts to the perfect 
seat height

Tension control 
for a firmer or softer recline–
the knee tilt keeps feet flat on 
the floor when reclining

Infinite Tilt lock
locks your chair in an upright 
position for full tasking support

Advanced synchro (A)

Tension control
allows a firmer or softer recline

Synchro tilt
opens the angle between the 
trunk and thighs to ensure 
correct posture and user comfort

Pneumatic lift
easily adjusts to the perfect 
seat height

Adjustable back height
allows for custom lumbar 
support

Optional seat depth adjustment
(not visible in photo)
provides proper lumbar contact
and lower body support

Not available with the knit back
option

Knit Back Color options

Ocean (1206) Navy (1233) Elephant (4128) 

Tree moss (5299) Orange (6099) Black (7209)

Silver (7273) Pewter (7280) Red (8175)

Midback

Back options

Highback



Features

• Leader is the perfect combination of

high performance and high design.

• Its clean, contemporary look makes

Leader the ideal chair for any modern

office or conference room.

• Simple controls allow users to 

easily adjust and position the chair 

for maximum comfort.

• The sculpted seat enhances both 

aesthetics and ergonomics. The

ultrasoft seat design cradles for 

comfort and fit.

• Leader provides a wide range of 

aesthetic options. The back allows for

an all-fabric, all-leather, or knit back.

For high performance applications,

specify an optional ballistic nylon back

on the all-fabric and all-leather

versions. 

• Choose from over 235 fabrics, 9 knit

back colors, and 31 leathers to create

your own customized look.

Upholstery options

Full leather
Choose all-leather upholstery 
for a sophisticated, upscale, 
luxurious look and feel.

Leather and ballistic nylon
This option, designed for 
durability, supports even the
toughest use.

Fabric and ballistic nylon
This unique combination
emphasizes performance 
and design.

Conference arm
This clean and contemporary 
C-arm design features a soft 
surface without compromising
durability.

Arm options

Adjustable or multi-adjustable
(also available w/pivot)
Arms feature adjustments for 
ultimate keyboard support.

Adjustable and 
adjustable w/pivot:
2 ₁⁄₂" height adjustment

Multi-adjustable and 
multi-adjustable w/pivot:
2 ₁⁄₂" height adjustment
1 ₃⁄₄" width adjustment
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Knit back
Knit back combines sleek
contoured aesthetics with
superior comfort and long-term
support.

Full fabric
When using the full fabric option,
utilize solid patterns only.

Black resin
Reinforced construction for
durability and a smooth ride.

Base options

Brushed aluminum
The sleek brushed aluminum
base can handle years of 
wear.

Polished aluminum
The high-profile, polished
aluminum base resists
scratches and abrasions.

Statement of line

Leader Midback
5251 

OVERALL WIDTH 26

OVERALL DEPTH 24 ₃⁄₄

OVERALL HEIGHT 38 - 41

SEAT WIDTH 20

SEAT DEPTH 19

SEAT HEIGHT 16 ₅⁄₈ - 21 ₁⁄₄

BACK WIDTH 18 ₁⁄₄

BACK HEIGHT 19 - 22

WEIGHT 55 lbs

Dimensions are in inches

Note:

Dimensions may vary with mechanism choice.

Leader Highback
5252

OVERALL WIDTH 27

OVERALL DEPTH 26 ₁⁄₂

OVERALL HEIGHT 41 ₁⁄₈ - 44 ₁⁄₈

SEAT WIDTH 21 ₁⁄₂

SEAT DEPTH 20

SEAT HEIGHT 16 ₅⁄₈ - 21 ₁⁄₄

BACK WIDTH 18 ₃⁄₄

BACK HEIGHT 22 - 25

WEIGHT 59 lbs


